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Colleagues,

Good Friday morning!

 

One of the AP's greatest reporters of the last half century.

 

That's how Richard Pyle was so aptly described in a note to the AP staff worldwide
announcing his death Thursday at the age of 83. AP's Editor-at-Large John
Daniszewski, a former international editor, shared the sad news and added, "He
was legendary for his commitment to the news, to the AP and to the highest
principles of journalism."

 

Richard's wife Brenda Smiley texted to friends: "The man with the valiant heart, my
hero, my inspiration, my life, my love, left us today at 5:18."
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Richard died at Brooklyn Methodist Hospital - not
far from their beloved Brooklyn walk-up
apartment - of respiratory failure due to lung
fibrosis and obstructive lung disease, Brenda
said.

 

Today's Connecting brings you the remarkable
obituary written for the AP wire by former AP
journalist (and Connecting colleague) Charles
Hanley, who worked together with Richard for
more than 30 years. He shared these thoughts
with Connecting: 

 

"For all the talent -- and no one was better at
superb news writing -- and for all the guts -- he
was the first to step forward for any hellish
assignment -- and for all the charm -- the stories,
the laughs, the smiles, simpatico, conspiratorial -- for all of that, Richard Pyle was
perhaps most cherished by many of us, friends and colleagues, for being so proud
and dedicated to his calling as a journalist and to his great news organization, The
Associated Press, and for making the rest of us so much more so to both."

 

Two former AP presidents in office during Richard's career shared their thoughts:

 

Lou Boccardi - "He was truly a man for all seasons. His career took him to distant
places but we knew he would be at home anywhere. He was an extraordinary guy
who took pride in being an AP newsman and he made all of us better."

 

Tom Curley - "Richard was as passionate about the story as anybody.  And he was
most passionate and doggedly determined to answer the unanswered questions. 
His pursuit of the unresolved mysteries - from finding Henri Huet's resting place to
what happened to Amelia Earhart - made him a role model for journalists of any
era."

 

Richard and Brenda were original members of our Connecting family back when
there were a dozen or so of us, not the 1,200-plus we have today, and his frequent
story submissions enrichened us all.

 

Connecting welcomes your memories of Richard, and our hearts go out to Brenda -
at his side every step of the way during his long and courageous fight to live.
Ironically, he died as Ken Burns' documentary on the Vietnam War was running on
PBS. Few knew that war better than our Richard. 
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If you would like to drop Brendar a note, her email is - brenstar358@gmail.com

LEW FERGUSON MEMORIAL REMINDER:  A memorial service for former AP
Topeka Correspondent Lew Ferguson will be held this Saturday (Sept. 30) at 11
a.m. at First Lutheran Church, 1234 S.W. Fairlawn Rd., in Topeka. Lew died
Ferguson died Aug. 25 in Oklahoma.

Paul

 

 

Richard Pyle, AP reporter of
Vietnam War and much more, dies
 

This 1972 file photo shows Saigon bureau chiefs, from left, George Esper
(1973-75), Malcolm Browne (1961-64), George McArthur (1968-69), Edwin Q.
White (1965-67), and Richard Pyle (1970-73).  (Photos courtesy of AP
Corporate Communications)

By CHARLES J. HANLEY

mailto:brenstar358@gmail.com
https://maps.google.com/?q=1234+S.W.+Fairlawn+Rd&entry=gmail&source=g
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NEW YORK (AP) - Journalist Richard Pyle, whose long and accomplished
Associated Press career spanned the globe and a half-century of crisis, war,
catastrophe and indelible moments in news reporting, died Thursday at age 83.

 

He died at a hospital of respiratory failure due to lung fibrosis and obstructive lung
disease, said his wife, actress-writer Brenda Smiley.

 

Pyle was there when President John F. Kennedy learned of the Cuban missile
challenge and when President Richard Nixon waved goodbye to the White House,
when the World Trade Center's twin towers came down and when a Pennsylvania
nuclear plant almost blew up, when the last Americans walked out of Hanoi's war
prisons and when Desert Storm drove the last Iraqis from Kuwait.

 

Pyle was even there at age 75, dashing to the shoreline when Capt. Chesley B.
Sullenberger's jetliner made its lifesaving splash-landing in the Hudson River in
2009, the year Pyle retired after 49 years with the AP.

 

In the end, Pyle was proudest of his Vietnam War coverage over five critical years,
the last half as chief of the news organization's Pulitzer Prize-winning Saigon
bureau.

 

A journalist in the 1960s "couldn't let this story go by," he said. "It was the greatest
story I've ever had."

 

AP's executive editor, Sally Buzbee, on Thursday praised Pyle for the depth of his
journalism.

 

"Richard Pyle never lost his passion for great stories and never lost his insistence on
strong, probing journalism," Buzbee said. "Years after he had retired, he buttonholed
me at an event, wanting to know: 'Were we committed to the journalism? Were we
keeping AP focused on strong reporting? Were we screwing it up?' It's people like
Pyle who are the conscience of a news organization like The Associated Press."

 

Former AP President Lou Boccardi described him as "a man for all seasons."

 

"His career took him to distant places but we knew he would be at home anywhere,"
Boccardi wrote. "He was an extraordinary guy who took pride in being an AP
newsman and he made all of us better."
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Richard H. Pyle was 10 years old in 1944 when he reported the D-Day invasion of
France, papering the walls of his suburban Detroit home with bulletins gleaned from
the radio. By his college days he knew his calling. After two years in the Army, he
was graduated in journalism from Wayne State University in Detroit.

 

He first worked on a suburban newspaper, and then he joined the AP's Detroit
bureau in 1960. In October 1962, he was covering Kennedy in Michigan when the
president broke off his visit and flew back to Washington as the Cuban missile crisis
unfolded.

 

After stints at international editing desks in New York and Washington, he
volunteered in 1968 to cover the conflict in Vietnam, where the gregarious, goateed
Midwesterner joined an AP staff of stars, including writer Peter Arnett and
photographers Horst Faas and Nick Ut, all Pulitzer winners.

 

Horst Faas, former AP Saigon photo chief, left, and Richard Pyle, former AP
Saigon bureau chief, at a crash site in Laos in March 1998, as a U.S. MIA
search team excavates a hillside for human remains and artifacts from a
helicopter crash that killed four Vietnam war photographers 27 years earlier.

The combat death of one colleague in 1971 would particularly weigh on Pyle, by
then bureau chief responsible for an entire staff. The AP's talented Henri Huet and
three other photographers were killed when a South Vietnamese army helicopter
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Henri Huet (left) and Richard on
bicycles in Cambodia, 1970

was shot down in a remote area of Laos. Their remains were beyond retrieval, but
Pyle vowed to get there someday.

 

More than 20 years later he received a call from the Pentagon's missing-in-action
search teams, seeking information, and by 1998 a team was headed to the crash
site, accompanied by Pyle and former Saigon photo chief Faas. They later
described the mission in a book, "Lost over Laos." No identifiable remains were
found, but recovered shards of bone were interred at the Newseum, Washington's
journalism museum.

 

After a final big story, flying to Hanoi for
release of the last American prisoners of
war, Pyle plunged into a new assignment in
Washington in 1973, beating all others in
reporting the resignation of disgraced Vice
President Spiro Agnew. He went on to cover
the post-Watergate presidential transition
from Nixon to Gerald Ford, while also being
sent to report news beyond the Beltway,
including Middle East wars and the Three
Mile Island nuclear plant disaster.

 

Walter Mears, a former AP vice president,
Washington bureau chief and national
political writer who collaborated with Pyle on
the Agnew exclusive, called him "a solid AP
guy."

 

"He was a very good reporter who stuck with the story once he got a whiff of it,"
Mears said.

 

In the 1980s, first as Asia news editor in Tokyo and then as a roving Mideast
correspondent, Pyle covered scores of headline stories, from revolution in the
Philippines to war in Lebanon and the Iran-Iraq conflict.

 

Back home in 1990, he joined the AP's New York bureau. But the Pyle byline still
ranged far afield: He reported on such New York stories as mob boss John Gotti's
1992 trial and the 2001 terror attack on the World Trade Center as well as the 1991
Gulf War and the 1999 Kosovo conflict.

 

Pyle also was the author of the 1991 book "Schwarzkopf," on America's Gulf War
commander Norman Schwarzkopf, and co-author of "Breaking News: How the
Associated Press Has Covered War, Peace, and Everything Else," a 2007 history of
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the AP, a fit subject for someone who never tired of extolling the virtues of the news
cooperative, whose reach he sensed with his first AP byline.

 

Reporting on a bid for a post office by a Michigan town named Hell, Pyle wrote a
witty piece full of wordplay on the town's name. Hours later his editor showed him a
message from across the sea: "Detroit, your Hell, Michigan, getting smash play front
pages London."

 

"Jesus Christ," he recalled thinking. "Does this happen every day?"

 

He was hooked and ready for a long run.

 

Click here for a link to this story. Connecting thanks AP Corporate Communications
for providing the photos that accompany our stories on Richard.)

 

Remembering Richard Pyle
 

Hal Buell (Email) - Richard and I go back a long way. We were in the Army
together back in the mid-1950s, both assigned to units in downtown Tokyo.
However, we really never spent much time together - I was a Signal Corps
photographer and Richard a company clerk. In the early 60s I was AP Asia Photo
editor in Tokyo and years later Richard was news editor in Japan.

 

It was in NY, after Vietnam, that we
really connected.  Richard was a straight
shooter, as straight as they come, and
we shared many insights from our
common past.  He could be a
curmudgeon when his obsession for
accuracy was violated. We agreed
especially on our deep, even
compulsive, love for AP, and the role of
wire services in our journalistic world.

 

Richard wrote with an easy style, easy
to follow, easy to understand. He wrote
stories from several U.S. bureaus but he
was, at heart, a classic foreign
correspondent.  I prepared a Pyle profile
for Connecting which led with:

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gfZnuJlpTJ6g_qoCzpH2q9e1XID5nj1-d7ZuJ-IueU7U0hYMSrVrCHD6aW3DSPSNcu-FLX1G1Q_zPu8MfyyuuSuGGwvoxUzJloQE0zVVLFOeBnet8RZs0f1ifPQgS-6rCHu_E2oErirWFn_pmrYjLez3dMzYBN5fEhYo83L5eKy1JP7ouMiQSd4DMgSzIQ268JVHwbf7W6dRaFptfL7r-g==&c=r_AyeF7AaBf00BFNQsDB7naRNVmQ_CdjAqLRQaqOzQt8eonEwiGgRw==&ch=o2eGSyum-JCfVD8fpcGMqlJkaxKQHzMWdC3dVXH_APPpe0hYsgVP4A==
mailto:hbuell@lanline.com
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Richard, flanked by his buddies, Nick
Ut (left) and Hal Buell, playfully uses
his cane to take a shot at the pool
table of a local hotel in Liberty N.Y.
during the Eddie Adams Workshop in
recent years.  

 

"Classic is a word tossed around so
much these days that its definition is
diluted and its meaning turns empty. Its
original descriptive survives, however,
when applied to AP's legion of foreign
correspondents.  Standing tall in that
legion is Richard Pyle."

 

An example of his regard for his fellow
APers is the book he authored with
Horst Faas about their years long
search for the remains of four
photographers, AP's Henri Huet among
them, at a long-forgotten crash site in
Laos. The book: Lost Over Laos is a
monument to the photographers, but
also to the friendship and loyalty Richard
showed his friends and colleagues.

 

Richard was a person I was proud to
know and his company I was pleased to
keep. He will be greatly missed.

 

-0-

 

Beth Harpaz (Email) - AP Travel Editor - I was lucky to know Richard and to work
with him for a number of years in AP's NYC bureau. He was so passionate about
journalism and about doing it right, about being a watchdog of power, calling out
bullshit and getting the facts straight. I admit that a number of times I felt a bit
humiliated by him when he corrected me for something I hadn't got quite right,
whether it was a story about the AP being told in the newsroom or a passing
reference to a weapon or a ship in a story. His knowledge was vast - he knew so
much about so many things - and we mined that expertise time and again in the
newsroom.

 

He was also very generous with his time: When I taught a class at NYU, he came
and spoke. When I wrote a book with a chapter on WWII, he edited it for me to make
sure I got the details right. Just this week, a colleague pondering criticism of Ken
Burns' documentary asked me for Richard's contact info - he wanted to get
Richard's opinion. Alas, it was too late. I am grateful to Verena Dobnik for organizing
a little visit to Richard at home last summer with Dolores Barclay and Marcus
Eliason.

 

mailto:bharpaz@ap.org
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Edie Lederer with Richard at 25-
Year Club celebra�on in July.

End of an era, for sure. Good night to a man who showed us all how to speak truth
to power.

-0-

Linda Deutsch (Email) - Edie Lederer and I
visited with Richard and Brenda in July when I
was in NY.  He was extremely frail but managed
to come out for brunch with us.  He spent that
visit instructing Edie on things that needed to be
in his obituary. So he was aware that the end
was near. 

It saddens me to remember that he said that day
he was concerned that "No one will remember
me."  How wrong he was.  I think Charlie
Hanley's obit was absolutely perfect and we will
all remember Richard for eternity.  His laughter,
his powerful intellect and his talent as a writer
made him unforgettable.

 

The world of journalism has lost a giant. And we have lost an irreplaceable friend.

 

-0-

Marcus Eliason (Email) - Traveling in Israel, I got the final, dreadful news late.

 

I first met Richard in Israel, 35 years ago. He had been sent From Tokyo to Tel Aviv
to help us cover the 1982 Israel-PLO war. His doggedness, appetite for hard work
and intolerance of obfuscating officialdom amazed and thrilled us. What I loved most
were the bull sessions in the bureau's nearby eatery, where Richard told us some of
the funniest jokes I ever heard.

 

Later, when I moved to New York, still with much to learn, Richard was a constant
support. Eva and I came to see him as a true friend and that friendship blossomed.
In our retirement he would say that we were lucky to have lived in journalism's
golden age. And I would say we were lucky to have shared that life with him. תנצב״ה

 

Brenda, our deepest sympathies.

mailto:lcdeutsch@yahoo.com
mailto:lordcopper@gmail.com
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His tool of the trade was a typewriter;
no laptop for Pat Morin back then!
 

Joe McKnight (Email) - The anniversary of the Little Rock schools integration
calls to mind a classic picture of (AP Pulitzer Prize-winning AP newsman) Pat Morin.

mailto:jbmatap@aol.com
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It showed Morin sitting on a street curb with typewriter on his knees while he worked
on a story.

 

Our colleague Francesca Pitaro searched the archives and came up with the photo
above of Morin on the campaign trail with Dwight Eisenhower.

 

-0-

 

Connecting series

My first day with the AP
 
Providing 'around-the'clock' coverage, at a
day-timer

Jim Hood (Email) - I can't actually remember my first day at the AP but I can
remember my last day at my previous sweatshop, KPHX Newsradio, a struggling
daytime-only station located next to a truck stop in Phoenix.

 

I was one of a ragged group of refugees from KPHO, a much larger and more
prominent station that we had built into a very successful all-news powerhouse, only
to be sold down the river by our New York-based owners. The purchaser was a
country music impresario whose name escapes me but who, true to form, trashed
the all-news format and converted the station to all-country, all-the-time.

 

We hardy few trooped over to KPHX, previously a country station situated in a
smallish building next to the parking lot of a popular truck stop, where idling trucks
emitted odiferous diesel fumes and the kitchen exhaust fan presented a severe fire
hazard. Cattle making their last journey in huge trailer trucks bellowed day and
night, attracting large swarms of over-sized flies who enjoyed taking frequent tours
of our newsroom when not buzzing around the protesting steers.

 

KPHX had been purchased by a local business baron who professed a great love
for news. We soon learned that his wife possessed a great love for being on the
radio herself and she quickly took over the 10 a.m. to noon slot, turning us into a
news-talk outlet rather than the purer all-news format. Our new owner's first big act
was to buy up lighted billboards all over Phoenix advertising our round-the-clock
coverage, not realizing that a daytime station was, well, not on the air at night.

mailto:jimhood44@gmail.com
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We had no network, ABC having opted to remain with the balladeers at our previous
digs, so we basically had 60 minutes to fill each hour with news, commercials and
whatever else we could scrounge together.

 

Hoping to fill some time, I came up with the idea of using an answering machine as
a "talk-back" gimmick, which in politically potent Phoenix turned out to be a popular
innovation. I believe it was the first such verbal letters-to-the-editor application
anywhere in radio. Hey, we all need to claim something as our contribution to
humankind.

 

Despite our youthful enthusiasm, a virulent political climate and a modest but
reasonably loyal audience, however, the long-term economic prospects were not
promising. There was also the little matter of filling all that time.

 

A deep and dark secret I have never told anyone is that I really hated being on the
air. Writing, reporting, digging up dirt? Any day. Flapping my gums for an hour at a
time, reading the same stories in an endless loop? No thanks.

 

"If I wanted to sit in a room and talk to myself, I could stay home," I told a shocked
co-worker one day. Fortunately, AP friends Tom Aden, then Phoenix COB, Tucson
correspondent Bill Greer and his faithful deputy Bill Roberts came to the rescue. Jim
Spehar, formerly of KPHO but by then at AP Denver, had suggested to Aden and
Denver COB Dorman Cordell that I could write even faster than I could talk and that
my presence in Denver would be a relief to those who would otherwise be doomed
to writing radio wire copy. I was actually quite happy to write the damned stuff as
long as I didn't have to read it.

 

The deal was done and on my last day at KPHX, I decided to use a little trick I had
employed from time to time. It consisted of taping one hour of news and playing it
back a few hours later, preserving my vocal cords and some of my sanity.

 

"At least my last hour here can be devoted entirely to swatting flies," I told myself. Of
course, as it always does when needed most, the technology failed me. The tape
jammed a few minutes into my last hour and I had to leap back into the breach,
reading the day's rather thin news budget for about the 85th time that day.

 

Since those hot and dusty desert days, I have nursed an aversion to radio news. I
don't mind its existence, I just don't like to hear it. In fact, I can't think of anything I
like less. Unless it's country music.
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AND...
 

Hired by Earl, welcomed by Pierce

Joe Galu (Email) - There's not much to say about my first day.  I was hired by Earl
Aronson, but when I showed up for work, the CoB was Pierce Lehmbeck.  A little
part of me wondered if hiring me was the last straw and resulted in Earl being fired. 
Earl's retirement and his move to the Hudson Register Star had nothing to do with
hiring me to work at the Troy broadcast outpost, where we punched our own copy.
That was about it other than learning how to spell Pierce.  Paul Freeman said most
people ask about Lehmbeck, and I said "one word at a time."

 

It was about as lonely as could be since the day broadcast guy was gone before I
showed up for work.  We even had to repair our own machinery at times when the
gizmo that spun around and sent out our signals occasionally needed to be polished
to get rid of corrosion.  That only happened once that I remember.

 

But by being alone, I sometimes had time to write my own stories and put them on
the broadcast wire -- not fiction, but taking an A-wire story about something in
Washington with a quote from Sen. Jacob K. Javits toward the end.  I wrote a Javits
story and later got a call from Paul Freeman, state editor, who asked where I got
that story, because it was a brief graf and a quote toward the end of the A-wire
story.  I told Paul, who pushed for the closing of the Troy outpost, which brought me
and Bob Hoyt to Albany.  People working in Troy all alone and crazed sometimes
put some real weird stuff on the wire and Paul may have suspected that the
loneliness may have gotten to me.

 

Very little of this was from my first day on the job.

 

One time, the day broadcast guy, probably Bob Hoyt, called in to say he was too
sick to work the next day and they had no one else to fill the slot, so I was assigned
to work from 5:30 a.m. until whenever until 1:30 and again from 3:30 to 11:30 p.m.  
Around six or so, I called Paul (this quote is closet to verbatim), "I know it's planning
a long way into the future, but what are we doing tomorrow?"

 

Paul laughed (we were on the same wave length when it came to humor) and
apologized but said they needed me to cover both shifts again.  I survived, and Paul
was grateful.

 

mailto:JoeGalu@hotmail.com
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I could tell you a bragging story about being told to call a 99% complete
congressional primary.  It was a redistricting year, the Syracuse area was put back
into one CD, and the two incumbents faced each other in the Republican primary. 
Gary Lee was ahead by 300, and an AP bigwig told me to call it. I said I could call it
but it would have to be for George Wortley who had represented Madison County
previously and carried the first half by 600.  "He'll carry the other half by 600 and win
by 300."  It was the only part no reported.  Wortley won by 280, not the 300 I
predicted, but Jack Cappon or whoever never questioned me again.

 

After Maria, 'heart-wrenching' all-
formats coverage by the AP
 

Neighbors sit on a couch outside their destroyed homes as the sun sets in the a�ermath
of Hurricane Maria, in Yabucoa, Puerto Rico, Sept. 26, 2017. (AP Photo/Gerald Herbert) 

 

By LAUREN EASTON

 

More than a week after Hurricane Maria ravaged Puerto Rico, AP journalists on the
ground continue to tell the stories of people who are struggling with the
overwhelming devastation.
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Reporter Danica Coto, based in San Juan, has been covering the hurricane since
before it made landfall in Puerto Rico on Sept. 20. In the days since, she has been
joined on the island by AP reporters, photographers and video journalists as they
document the widespread destruction and the recovery efforts underway.

 

"Great journalism shines a spotlight on events of real significance and makes the
world take notice and act. That's what the AP team in Puerto Rico is doing through
their heart-wrenching words and images," said Paul Haven, news director for Latin
America and the Caribbean.

 

Read more here.

 

Connecting wishes Happy Birthday

  
To
 

Gary Gentile - apgary@gmail.com
 

Brent Kallestad - dakotaboybrent@aol.com
 

On Saturday to:

 

Steve Graham - sdgraham@duckswild.com
 

Libby Quaid - lquaid@ap.org
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On Sunday to:

 

Robert Meyers - meyers.robert@gmail.com
 

Charlotte Porter - charlotte_porter@yahoo.com
 

 

Welcome to Connecting

  

Nyan Lynn - nyanlynn.burma@gmail.com
 

Stories of interest
 

Dancing around the word 'racist' in coverage
of Trump  (CJR)

 

By PETE VERNON

 

"RACIALLY CHARGED," "racially loaded," "racially divisive." When it comes to
Donald Trump's political approach in the context of his criticism of NFL players

mailto:meyers.robert@gmail.com
mailto:charlotte_porter@yahoo.com
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protesting during the National Anthem, journalists have no problem identifying the
underlying issue, despite the president's insistence to the contrary.

 

What they're having a harder time with is the use of the word "racist" to describe
those comments.

 

"I don't think journalists have had the easiest time clearly labeling things for what
they are," Slate chief political correspondent Jamelle Bouie said at an event hosted
by CJR in Charlottesville last week. "At a certain point we have to take the actions of
groups of people, of voters of politicians, and apply to them the labels that fit. I see a
reluctance around that when it comes to the president, the president's supporters,
and racism."

 

Read more here. Shared by Len Iwanski.

 

-0-

 

How Breitbart Inflates Its Own Influence, and
Why Washington Reporters Fall for It 
(Washingtonian)

 

By ELAINA PLOTT

 

Tuesday's Alabama Senate Republican primary run-off laid bare those dichotomies
so delicious of late to political reporters: Trumpism versus Mitch McConnell's
swamp, soulful invective versus the tyranny of political correctness. Ultimately, the
outsider versus the establishment.

 

Or, at least, that's how Breitbart would have you see it.

 

Steve Bannon, the head of the rightwing website and former White House chief
strategist, took the stage Tuesday evening in Montgomery to congratulate Roy
Moore on his victory. The former Alabama Chief Justice had trounced Luther
Strange, the incumbent and President Trump's pick, by roughly 10 points. But for
Bannon, the evening was about much more than Moore; his eyes gleamed as he
spoke of "starting a revolution" with the embattled judge's triumph, declaring the
election a referendum on the power of "the people" over "the money." It was good
news for the likes of Paul Nehlen and Chris McDaniel, who joined Bannon at a rally
for Moore in Fairhope the night before; the insurgent-style candidates have

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gfZnuJlpTJ6g_qoCzpH2q9e1XID5nj1-d7ZuJ-IueU7U0hYMSrVrCHD6aW3DSPSNAhhvFdHHx048LKSZ94RSzefKxWVZ1vbzqkjZ2Q-nV0ba2z33GfNbP_ZmkmeHGRvgiBtFEExbBoesnxCZeK_En0FZ-8HF82W6wRuVmnKLmuqZPjghz2fx558eSdIryX5aRsOMXun-xDL4lK1RFTYxNw==&c=r_AyeF7AaBf00BFNQsDB7naRNVmQ_CdjAqLRQaqOzQt8eonEwiGgRw==&ch=o2eGSyum-JCfVD8fpcGMqlJkaxKQHzMWdC3dVXH_APPpe0hYsgVP4A==
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spectacularly failed in their attempts to unseat their respective establishment
targets, and if Bannon was correct that a revolution was underway, they would
surely be the next to benefit.

 

Read more here. Shared by Richard Chady.

 

The Final Word

Their journey began during the Vietnam War

They first met during the Vietnam War, and their friendship continued for
decades to come. Nick Ut and Richard Pyle on a New York subway, sharing a
memory. 

Today in History - September 29, 2017
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By The Associated Press 

Today is Friday, Sept. 29, the 272nd day of 2017. There are 93 days left in the year.

 

Today's Highlight in History:

 

On September 29, 1982, Extra-Strength Tylenol capsules laced with deadly cyanide
claimed the first of seven victims in the Chicago area. (To date, the case remains
unsolved.)

 

On this date:

 

In 1789, the U.S. War Department established a regular army with a strength of
several hundred men.

 

In 1829, London's reorganized police force, which became known as Scotland Yard,
went on duty.

 

In 1902, William Topaz McGonagall, affectionately considered Britain's possibly
worst-ever poet, died in Edinburgh, Scotland.

 

In 1910, the National Urban League had its beginnings in New York as The
Committee on Urban Conditions Among Negroes.
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In 1938, British, French, German and Italian leaders concluded the Munich
Agreement, which was aimed at appeasing Adolf Hitler by allowing Nazi annexation
of Czechoslovakia's Sudetenland.

 

In 1943, General Dwight D. Eisenhower and Italian Marshal Pietro Badoglio signed
an armistice aboard the British ship HMS Nelson off Malta.

 

In 1957, the San Francisco-bound New York Giants played their last game at the
Polo Grounds, losing to the Pittsburgh Pirates, 9-1. The Brooklyn Dodgers played
their last game before moving to Los Angeles, losing to the Phillies 2-1 in
Philadelphia.

 

In 1967, author Carson McCullers died in Nyack, New York, at age 50.

 

In 1977, the Billy Joel album "The Stranger" was released by Columbia Records.

 

In 1978, Pope John Paul I was found dead in his Vatican apartment just over a
month after becoming head of the Roman Catholic Church.

 

In 1987, Henry Ford II, longtime chairman of Ford Motor Co., died in Detroit at age
70.

 

In 2005, John G. Roberts Jr. was sworn in as the nation's 17th chief justice after
winning Senate confirmation.

 

Ten years ago: President George W. Bush signed a bill to prevent a government
shutdown, but lambasted Democrats controlling Congress for sending him the
stopgap measure while they continued to work on more than a dozen spending bills
funding the day-to-day operations of 15 Cabinet departments. Actress Lois Maxwell,
who starred as Miss Moneypenny in 14 James Bond movies, died in Fremantle,
Australia, at age 80.

 

Five years ago: Omar Khadr, the last Western detainee held at the U.S. military
prison in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, returned to Canada after a decade in custody.
Former New York Times publisher Arthur Ochs Sulzberger died at the age of 86.

 

One year ago: A New Jersey Transit commuter train slammed into the Hoboken
station, killing one person and injuring more than 100 others.
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Today's Birthdays: Conductor Richard Bonynge is 87. Writer-director Robert Benton
is 85. Singer Jerry Lee Lewis is 82. Soul-blues-gospel singer Sherman Holmes is
78. Sen. Bill Nelson, D-Fla., is 75. Actor Ian McShane is 75. Jazz musician Jean-Luc
Ponty is 75. Nobel Peace laureate Lech Walesa (lehk vah-WEN'-sah) is 74.
Television-film composer Mike Post is 73. Actress Patricia Hodge is 71. TV
personality Bryant Gumbel is 69. Rock singer-musician Mark Farner is 69. Rock
singer-musician Mike Pinera is 69. Country singer Alvin Crow is 67. Actor Drake
Hogestyn is 64. Olympic gold medal runner Sebastian Coe is 61. Singer Suzzy
Roche (The Roches) is 61. Comedian-actor Andrew "Dice" Clay is 60. Rock singer
John Payne (Asia) is 59. Actor Roger Bart is 55. Singer-musician Les Claypool is
54. Actress Jill Whelan is 51. Actor Ben Miles is 51. Actor Luke Goss is 49. Rock
musician Brad Smith (Blind Melon) is 49. Actress Erika Eleniak is 48. Rhythm-and-
blues singer Devante Swing (Jodeci) is 48. Country singer Brad Cotter (TV:
"Nashville Star") is 47. Actress Emily Lloyd is 47. Actress Natasha Gregson Wagner
is 47. Actress Rachel Cronin is 46. Country musician Danick Dupelle (Emerson
Drive) is 44. Actor Alexis Cruz is 43. Actor Zachary Levi is 37. Actress Chrissy Metz
(TV: "This Is Us") is 37. Actress Kelly McCreary (TV: "Grey's Anatomy") is 36.
Country singer Katie McNeill (3 of Hearts) is 35. Rock musician Josh Farro is 30.
Actor Doug Brochu is 27. Singer Phillip Phillips is 27. Actress Clara Mamet is 23.

 

Thought for Today: "Justice cannot be for one side alone, but must be for
both." - Eleanor Roosevelt, American first lady (1884-1962).

Got a story or photos to share?
 

   
Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days?
Don't keep them to yourself. Share with your colleagues by
sending to Ye Olde Connec�ng Editor. And don't forget to
include photos!

Here are some suggestions:

- Second chapters - You finished a great career. Now
tell us about your second (and third and fourth?)
chapters of life.
 
- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in
supporting your work during your AP career. 

- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual, off the wall story that you
covered.
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- "A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess up with a memorable mistake
in your journalistic career.

- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service spanned two or
more generations.

- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on
such work they can do themselves.

- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?

- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and
what you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us
a while.

- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.

Paul Stevens
Editor, Connec�ng newsle�er
paulstevens46@gmail.com

Connecting newsletter, 14719 W 79th Ter, Lenexa, KS 66215
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